Craft Brewer, Hanoi, Vietnam

At FURBREW we are looking for a head brewer who can brew great craft beer.

The brew team consists of the founder and master brewer, one head brewer (you), one brewer and two brew assistants, the brewer and brew assistants are all graduated with relevant educations from Hanoi University of Food Technology.

Apart from the brew team we have a team of six people taking care of the cleaning, kegging/bottling/canning, and handling the beer in the store house. This team has its own manager. You will be working closely together with this manager.

We expect you to:

- Have a masters degree (in anything, this is needed to get a work permit in Vietnam)
- Have been working in craft beer brewery/ies for at least 3 years (Same as above)
- Have a broad experience in brewing different beer types
- Have technical skills and hands on experience in trimming the brew processes
- Be passionate and innovative about craft beer
- Be confident using English as your main language at work
- Be a problem solver

We are located in a new 800m² brewery 45 minutes from the city center of Hanoi. We have 2 brew houses, 300 liter and 1000 liter.

FURBREW has around 10 different stay beers, but we typically make more than 50 other beers within a year. We brew the more iconic craft beer types, but also play with flavours from Vietnamese fruit, flowers and spices.

At FURBREW quality comes before quantity, this combined with a high level of innovation makes our beers among the best in Vietnam. We expect you to be able to strengthen that position.

You will be manage the whole brew process from design of recipes to maturing length. We believe in teamwork and a good part of your work is to share your knowledge about craft beer and brewing with the rest of the brew team, to further educate them.

You will also be responsible for repairs and maintenance of the brew houses, fermenters etc. This will be done with support from your team in translation, and external staff for repairs.

Vietnam is one of the fastest growing economies in Asia and Hanoi is a very energetic city. It is important that you can cope with constant challenges and living in hectic city. At the same time it is also a very safe and easy going city to live in with a vibrant expat community.

We offer you a package including salary, health insurance and the flight ticket to Hanoi. We will of course support you getting settled in Hanoi.

FURBREW is a craft beer brewery in Hanoi with Vietnamese/Danish ownership. The brewery was established in 2016. We have a tap room with 20 taps running only FURBREW beer, and a beer garden with seating for up to 200 guests.

We currently have 60 outlets in Hanoi, and a growing sales in the rest of Vietnam, as well as export to Thailand.

For more information about Furbrew check out www.furbrew.vn / www.facebook.com/furbrew / www.facebook.com/furbrewbeerbar / www.facebook.com/the100hanoi as well as UNTAPPD.

Send your CV to backoffice@furbrew.vn - do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.

We will be happy to set up an informal skype meeting to make it easier for you to decide if this is a golden opportunity for you.